
FLEET SUPPORT ENGINEER. SANTA VENERA, MALTA

YOUR NEW EXCITING CHAPTER IN THE WORLD OF AVIATION BEGINS NOW WITH SMARTLYNX
AIRLINES!

We are a strong and rapidly growing industry-leading airline looking to expand and welcome new
colleagues from all over the world.

Kickstart your career in aviation with ease: most of our positions don't require previous aviation
experience. The mentoring and training are on us, and the enthusiasm and passion for aviation are on you!

Join our growing company of more than 530 office employees and 1500 crew members and become a part
of a dynamic, diverse & reputable team providing splendid ACMI, charter, and cargo services for top-tier
clients worldwide.

Explore our open positions, and don't hesitate to apply - we are excited to have you on the team. Let's
reach for the stars together!

To find out more about the company, visit our webpage-https://www.smartlynx.aero/en/careers

LET'S TALK ABOUT YOU

Minimum 5 years experience in an Aircraft Engineering role;
Recent experience with Airbus A320, A330, or A340 aircraft;
Knowledge of Airbus onboard avionic systems CMC/ACMS/FDIMU/ATSU;
Understanding of Airbus technical documentation including TSM, ASM, and WISE;
High level of analytical skills;
An understanding of a Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance Organisation and the associated
regulatory requirements;
The right to live and work in Malta.

*Please note that background checks will be conducted on all applicants and restrictions that can suspend
the process of employment in accordance with the Law on Aviation Article 57.1. will be additionally
evaluated. By applying to this job advertisement, the applicant takes full responsibility for declaring
truthful information. In case, if information submitted will be discovered false or the Background Check
result will return negative, participation in the recruitment process will be terminated.

WHAT WILL YOU DO

Perform a detailed review of all A320 and A330 Post Flight Report data;
Manage A330 Maintenance Status Class 2 faults and arrange rectification;
Provide 7-day technical support for Line maintenance AOGs and critical technical issues;
Manage significant and repetitive defects to minimize operational disruption;
Oversee operational reliability to identify and mitigate emerging technical issues;

https://www.smartlynx.aero/en/careers


Oversee deferred defect levels and manage defect management functions to ensure service levels
and targets are met;
Manage operational reliability key drivers;
Manage technical investigations and implement corrective actions
Be aware of worldwide Airbus fleet reliability issues through OEM documentation process
management;
Support the technical aspects of aircraft parking, storage, and re-activation;
Support the Smartlynx Engineering and CAMO team for long-term reliability management.

THIS IS WHY YOU WILL LOVE TO WORK WITH US

Opportunity to work together with global aviation experts;
International, friendly, modern, and comfortable work environment;
Fully paid lunch and healthy snacks in the office;
Advanced health insurance after probation period;
Paid day off on your birthday;
Affordable travel option on SmartLynx Airlines charter flights for you and your family;
For professional and personal development opportunities, join our Talent Academy, Leaders Club, or
other development incentives;
Corporate and social events.

In its 27 years in the ACMI and air charter business, SmartLynx Airlines has earned a name for itself as
one of the finest in the industry. Operating a fleet of Airbus A320s and Airbus A321s aircraft, the
airline transports over 3 million passengers annually in Europe and Asia.


